WARNING
BEWARE OF UNDERGROUND SERVICES.
THE LOCATIONS OF UNDERGROUND SERVICES ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY AND THEIR EXACT POSITION SHOULD BE PROVEN ON SITE. NO GUARANTEE IS GIVEN THAT ALL EXISTING SERVICES ARE SHOWN.
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BEFORE CONNECTING TO UNDERGROUND SERVICES, MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE APPROPRIATE CONSENT TO DO SO.

NOTE:
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DRAINS SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS DRAWING.
2. HEADWALLS ARE DESIGNED FOR QUADRANT, IMPACT FORCES.
3. TABLE 1: MINIMUM CLEAR COVER TO BE 50mm.
4. CONCRETE EXPOSURE CLASSIFICATION:
   - C1: 40mm CLEAR COVER TO BE 70mm.
   - C2: 60mm CLEAR COVER TO BE 80mm.
   - C3: 80mm CLEAR COVER TO BE 100mm.
   - D1: 100mm CLEAR COVER TO BE 120mm.
   - D2: 120mm CLEAR COVER TO BE 140mm.
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NOTE:
- HEADWALL AND WINGWALL DETAIL 21 TO 45 SKEW ANGLE.
- ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
- DRAWING IS ISSUED AS A STANDARD DRAWING S-603.
- STANDARD DRAWINGS S-603.